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The Clash Of MP3 Players And iPods

In the music universe, being number one means having the best of everything. From storage

space and versatility to style and functionality, engineers have been moving towards the

realization of that need. Not since the mp3 players and ipods have we seen the most amazing

array of music devices available for audiophiles and techno rats.

It is interesting to note that MP3 players and ipods have always been mistaken for each other.

And as hard as the brand managers try to differentiate their product from competitors, society

has the last say on which product makes it and what its nickname will eventually become. MP3

players and ipods started out fairly the same; both are portable, audio players designed to

eliminate the need for compact discs. MP3 players and ipods play a variety of music file formats

from WAV, MP3, WMA, and MPEG to name a few. Both can also work as file storage devices.

However, MP3 players are flash drive storage devices only. They have a limited capacity of up

to 1 GB whereas ipods give the user a choice between a flash drive and a hard drive that can

store up to 60 GB in memory size.

The competition between MP3 players and ipods extend to the capabilities of the devices. The

features offered by MP3 players include an audio player, storage device, voice recorder

telephone directory and an FM radio. Though it sounds like a fully loaded car, you are actually

limited in terms of accessories. The wildest thing you can do to MP3 players is change the neck

strap. Ipods have a wider selection and gives you more freedom to personalize it. Aside from

being audio players, there are ipods that can show your pictures with its small LCD display. And

with the latest ipods that play videos, you will always have something to keep you company on

those stormy nights, alone in the car.

Ipods also give its user the freedom to dress up or dress down their units. There are websites

that offer stick-on covers for ipods like the ones at Decalgirl.com or Ipodstyle.com. Ipods can

also be used as a slight PDA since some fanatics have tinkered with these digital players and

used it to upload their address book and calendar from their computer.

Other accessories available to this device include waterproof cases, headphones, dock,

speakers, a home clock/radio system, battery pack, cassette adaptor, media reader and FM

transmitters. The list goes on and on as more people finds ways to enjoy their ipods.
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With technology changing as often as the months do, it is no wonder that the once prized MP3

players are now only second – bit players to ipods. From just being portable audio devices, they

have come out of our pockets and have invaded clubs. The most favorite accessories of

hardcore music junkies are these docks that serve as a “mixing table” for tunes right from their

iPod’s playlist.

Club disc jockeys have a field day with this device since they can create new dance floor beats

with their trusty ipods bringing in the crowd thus spawning a new generation of digital mixers.

Even club patrons can get into the action by downloading their favorite tunes and taking it to the

mixing table for a spin.

MP3 players are not yet obsolete. It still is the next best thing to ipods and as long as there are

people willing to make do without the extra features, MP3 players will always be around. If you

are tight on the budget but would still like to carry your tunes around without lugging the heavy

compact discs then this is the device for you.

Yet, all hands down to the winner of this clash of the best audio device – the ipods. More than a

just an audio player, ipods have established itself as the icon of the digital age. Its popularity,

ease of use and huge potential has taken the music industry by storm. It has taken a life of its

own because it has created numerous gadgets and applications that appeal to the geeks,

yuppies, artists and fashionistas. As more and more people fall in love with ipods, engineers

will continue to work and deliver us the accessories that we can use to fully enhance our

beloved toys.
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Get Raw with iPod Shuffle

Ever since the releases of iPod shuffle, there has been much confusion as to the merits of this

iPod series. The original iPod boasted of other features like displaying contacts, calendars, and

notes; the ability to play games and to record voice notes through an external microphone and

store pictures with the use of a media card reader. All of these were able to capture the high

and middle end users of portable audio players. But when you close closely at the iPod shuffle,

you’ll see that it was created for the lower end market.

The iPod shuffle is Apple’s smallest, easiest and most affordable audio player of the iPod

series. Having storage capacities of 512 MB and 1 GB, it is not only remarkable for its size,

price and design. It is also unique from the rest of the iPod family because of its lacking LCD

display. It is this quality that makes consumers think twice before buying an iPod shuffle.

Unbelievable as this may seem, there are those who find the iPod shuffle fitting right in their

lifestyle. There are those who prefer to keep low about their players and just concentrate on

their music. Those consumers are the primary targets of the iPod shuffle. So despite the

sacrifice in display, it is also one advantage for the device.

Stripped down of its accessories and naked on its functions, the iPod shuffle is nothing more

than a simple music player. How bare is it? Aside from the lack of LCD display; iPod shuffle only

has three simple toggle switches on the back for the power switch, continuous play and shuffle

mode. The green stripe below the switch helps the user see what position its switch is on.

Apple’s iPod shuffle communicates with the user through two LEDs under the plastic housing

out front of the player. If you don’t know what that blinking yellow light is, Apple has included an

iPod shuffle “cheat card” that translate what the different blinks and LEDs mean.

Some of the blinks are fairly easy to understand. The iPod shuffle shows a steady green LED

when it is fully charged. But there are times when some lights are better without it on the iPod

shuffle. For example, the only way to know if the unit is activated is to plug it in. Unless you’re

sure to turn the iPod shuffle off when not using it, you’ll soon be surprised to know that the

battery is drained after being accidentally activated as pressure is applied through a pocket,

purse, or backpack. There are dangers to over charged batteries too.
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Now it’s not an iPod without the kind of click-wheel controller, and the iPod shuffle gives that to

iPod fans as well. Because navigation is impossible with iPod shuffle, there’s no spinning wheel

controller or even a Menu button. In its place is a device that includes a round controller, which

offers a Play/Pause button in the middle and the four-way click ring on the outside for volume

control, Fast Forward/Next, and Rewind/Back.

For the iPod shuffle to communicate with your computer there is a USB connector on the tip of

the iPod shuffle. This can also link to an optional third-party power supply. Having the connector

built in the iPod shuffle has its pros and cons. It is convenient because you don’t need to bring

along a cable to download music on your computer and move it to your iPod shuffle. But at the

same time, you must charge the unit with your computer.

Another problem is the size of the iPod shuffle. Since it is bigger than the usual key drives, it

won’t fit some computers like the Apple iMacs. In come the accessories especially made to

resolve the iPod shuffle’s limitations: the iPod USB Power Adapter, the External Battery Pack

and the iPod shuffle Dock. Another great feature is the ability to specify amounts of storage

space on the device for music and data.

The iPod shuffle is as good as any of the iPod models. The petite size, it’s about a pack of gum,

gives the user a chance to hide it under the shirt while walking along the streets. The weight of it

though is less appealing. Not to mention that the lanyard for the iPod looks inadequate to

support the weight of the unit.
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Making The Most Of Itunes

iTunes is a unique software application that Apple uses exclusively for the iPod. You will use

iTunes to organize and manage the music that you have on your computer before you transfer it

to your iPod. iTunes will open up automatically when you connect your iPod to the computer.

Some of the unique things that you can do with iTunes include:

· Buy and download music and audio books from the iTunes Music Store.

· Listen to both digital music and your own CDs.

· Transfer music from your CDs to the library. This way you don't have to put the CD into the

CD drive to listen to it.

· Create your own music CDs. You will need to have a CD burner in your computer to do this.

· Create your own playlists of songs that you want to listen to in one session. You can then

publish your playlist, which is called an “iMix”, to the iTunes Music Store for others to see and

use as inspiration.

· Create your own “Party Shuffle” playlists. This option allows you to make a playlist that is then

put on shuffle so that songs are played in random order.

· Listen to songs on the Internet. Choose a radio station that plays songs that you enjoy

listening to and that are a genre that is your favorite.
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Organizing And Transferring Music

Transferring music from your computer to your iPod is fast and easy. First, connect your

charged iPod to your computer by using the iPod Dock Connector to USB 2.0 Cable (or higher).

The minute that you connect your iPod to your computer, iTunes will open up. Follow the

simple instructions to transfer the music from your computer to your iPod.

Organizing and transferring music from your computer to your iPod is what makes the iPod such

a unique MP3 player. Music transfer is fast and easy. When you connect your iPod to your

computer it will connect automatically by default.

Transfer Music Automatically

You can set your iPod so that music is transferred automatically. The following steps will guide

you to transfer your tunes:

· In the iTunes Source List select the iPod button.

· Click on the options button.

· Choose automatically update all songs and playlists.

At this time, iTunes will update the music that is in your iPod music library so that it matches the

songs, selections, and playlists on your computer. These new songs will then be transferred to

your iPod. If there are nay songs on your iPod that aren't in your iTunes library they will be

deleted from the iPod and replaced with only those songs in the library list. This is one of the

greatest features of the iPod. You can continually change the music that you carry with you by

updating your iPod with the music that you choose. You can create playlists of the exact music

that you want to listen to so that as your musical tastes change, so does your iPod music and

artist selection.

You also have the ability to manually transfer songs to your iPod. This gives you the capability

of transferring individual songs as well as playlists. This feature is ideal if you are going to be

using your iPod with more than one computer. Think of the unlimited possibilities. You can use

your iPod between your home computer and your computer at work with blinking an eye.
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Transferring music from your computer to your iPod can be a simple process or a complex on

depending on (1) how often you want to update your iPod, (2) how complicated and

multifunctional you want to make your playlists, and (3) whether or not you are transferring

complete albums to your computer or choosing your music song by song.

.
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Use Your IPod As A Storage Device

You can use your iPod as storage drive. Depending on the type of iPod that you have, it can be

used as a flash drive or as a hard drive. This means that you have the ability to store and

transfer files and data. This is known as disk mode. Here's a little tip: use iTunes to transfer

files of music from your computer to your iPod. You won't be able to see the files as they are

copied from iTunes to your iPod so be patient. If you copy your music files to your iPod using

an Explorer window you'll find that you won't be able to play them on your iPod.

The following steps will show you how to use your iPod as a storage drive:

· Connect your iPod to the computer. If iTunes doesn't open automatically, open it manually by

clicking on it.

· Set your iTunes preferences. Find the edit menu on the Windows toolbar. Choose

preferences. If you are using a Mac you can go directly to the iTunes menu to choose

preferences. For both a PC and Mac, click on the iPod button.

· Choose the enable disk use or manually manage songs and playlists option (do this for every

iPod model except the iPod shuffle). Both of these options will let you use your iPod as a drive.

If you choose manually manage songs and playlists you won't automatically update your iPod

with the songs that you have in your iTunes library. If you are going to be automatically

updating your iPod with new songs, you will want to use the enable disk use option instead.

· For the iPod Shuffle. Click on enable disk use. Adjust the storage allocation slider to the exact

amount that you want to be used by your audio files and the amount that you want to be used

by your data files.

· You will now find the iPod icon on your desktop as well as in my computer in Windows. All you

need to do is double click on the icon and drag your files from or to the iPod window to copy

them over.

· Remember to eject your iPod before you disconnect it from the computer.
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Copy Songs From Your IPod To Your Computer

It’s easy to copy songs from your iPod to your computer. You will find that the iTunes library

that is on your computer contains all of the songs that you have encoded either from your own

collection of CDs or from the iTunes Music Store. When the default settings are activated,

iTunes will automatically copy the songs that are in your library onto your iPod. If you are going

to be using your iPod as a hard disk you won’t be able to see the songs that are being copied

through my computer. Don’t worry since this is completely normal. You won’t be able to copy

these same music files from your iPod to another computer or back to iTunes. This is because

the synchronization of your computer and your iPod works in only one direction: from iTunes to

your iPod.

Beware if you’ve erased your library of music from your computer. There isn’t a way that you

use my computer to copy these song file from your iPod back to your computer so that you can

reload your library of songs. The only thing that you can do is encode the music files from your

collection of CDs one more time and then sync this new library to your iPod. If you have bought

music from the iTunes Music Store and forgot to back them up there is no way for them to be

downloaded again. This means that you will have to buy new songs! This is why you will

definitely want to back up all of your song files in iTunes from the start.

If you are going to connect your iPod to another computer make sure that you don’t end up

connecting to the iTunes library on that computer, if there is one. Choose the manually manage

songs and playlists option so that you don’t put someone else’s playlist on your iPod and wipe

out your own selection.
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Use Your IPod For Map Directions

If you have an iPod Nano or iPod Photo you can use it to view Yahoo! Map directions. There is

a new service that you can use called “iPod-iWay”. This online service has been created by

Yahoo Maps and iPod for use with your MP3 player. But just what is iPod-iWay? This service

will give you step by step directions when you are driving so that you know exactly where you

are going and how to get there. All you have to do is export the results that you get for online

driving directions as provided by Yahoo Maps. These directions are then imported into your

iPod Photo. This is a great way for you to save the driving directions that you need in your iPod

without having to buy any other software.

Using iPod-iWay is easy! You will first want to navigate to www.ipodiway.com

<http://www.ipodiway.com>. The process is just like using Yahoo Maps. Enter your starting

point and your destination in the form provided. Once your information has been entered click

on verify directions to ensure that you get accurate directions. Next click on get directions. You

will be prompted to download a .zip file which holds your driving directions. Extract the .zip file

into your iTunes Photo Folder. Connect your iPod to the computer, sync, and then you are

ready to start driving. This software program is completely free to use and is perfect when you

need to drive someplace unfamiliar to you. You will be able to utilize your iPod Photo to the

max whether you travel in the US or in Canada.
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How Long Does It Take To Fully Recharge A Battery?

IPod fast charges the battery to 80 percent of capacity in an hour. However, it can take 4 hours

to fully recharge a battery. Even in sleep, iPod uses a small amount of current, and the battery

slowly empties. Stored at optimal storage temperature, the battery will empty in 14 to 28 days.

If you want to get the most out of your battery’s life, make sure that you do not charge iPod

while it is in a carrying case or cover. Also, you should charge iPod when it has fully discharged

even if it won’t be used right away.

What other settings can I change with my iPod to save on battery?

First up is backlighting. This can use a lot of battery power so if you don’t need to use it, turn it

off. You can do that by following these set of instructions:

 On your iPod’s display, Choose Settings

 Scroll around for Backlight Timer

 Choose Off to turn it off

Another setting in your iPod you can do without is the Equalizer. Turning off the Equalizer will

extend your battery life. To turn it off, just follow the instructions above, only instead of choosing

Backlight Timer, look for EQ.

Is the iPod’s battery replaceable?

No matter how much you don’t want to have to replace your battery at all, there are certainly

instances where you might have to. The good news is that Apple has an official battery

replacement program which they offer at $59. The program requires that you send in your iPod

(any model), and Apple will replace the battery and return it to you for $59 plus shipping and

handling. Technically though, what Apple does is to replace your whole iPod with an equivalent

new or refurbished model. Apple Care programs for iPod are also available in some markets

outside the US and in Apple Retail locations.
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Will the iPod’s battery degrade over time?

That unfortunately is true. Everything degrades over time without exception. After a long time

has passed, the battery will not hold the same amount of charge as when it was still new. This is

natural and is true among all lithium ion batteries. During the life of the iPod, not many users will

notice the effect this slow degradation brings. However, based on usage, environmental factors,

and many other variables, some heavy users may notice a greater degradation than others. Just

remember that lithium ion batteries degrade in exactly the same way, whether they are used to

power up the iPod, any laptop, cell phone, or portable music player.
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Options Of An IPod Video

The new iPod video, which is of a convenient shirt or pocket size, has many options and some

of them are absolutely surprising. Apart from the usual options of the iPod – music player, photo

viewer, and voice recorder – the new iPod video has several options that may seem

revolutionary for some people or useless for others. These options make an iPod video first of

all a video playback device, photo and music device. For example, it plays music videos, even

TV shows or, a remarkable initiative – ABC hits like “Lost” and “Desperate Housewives”. Even

Pixar shorts and popular Disney are available for the new iPod video.

The new iPod video is a refined device with refined features for the interested customers. The

new video features are very well thought out and displayed on a thinner iPod. Besides, the

resolution is up to 320x240, fact that may represent an advantage in an era of other handheld

video options. On the other hand, the new iPod video has better volume with no static or

clipping when turned up to the maximum volume. You may also connect you iPod to the home

or car stereo without worrying about the quality of the sound.

Another option concerns the fact that the new iPod video has a large color screen. Besides, the

display is refined, as you may see the images even in bright indoor light or in the sunlight.

Another aspect regards the battery life that may last 14 hours or even 20 – it depends on the

model you choose.

The specialists suggest that the main use of the iPod video will be the short videos, funny

elements taken from life. The argument for this fact is that the iPod videos are too small for

being watched by too many people at the same time and require more attention than the audio

programs. A possible disadvantage is the fact that many iPod videos may be used by teenagers

for porn videos, fact that may help the porn industry to develop its programs and success.

Some other options may come immediately after the complete success of the presented ones.

The great success may be ensured for the company and especially for this daring project

without even having clear and certain proofs from the consumer market. Besides, the options on

the new iPod video may be tempting for those who prefer not to mix the mobile with video

options. This aspect may represent the next step in the video evolution although there are lots

of skeptic opinions about these new trends in the television industry.
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